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Vatican City — (NC) — Central to t h e theme of the Vati-j
.can Council's decree on the,
priesthood is an attempi-ioordinate a priest's .ministry zr\
his personal life.
~~"71Vs~the Cmnretlnstates-flat/yr
"Priests who 'perform thjeir
dutfes sincerely and indefalig' ably in the spirit of Christ/arrive at holiness bj^-that lery • fact."
Realizing. this *coordina ion,-.they are then prepared, the
Council states," to fulfill t leir
essential", roje in the modern
world. "They are not to be Separated front the "People-of-God— ^>r, froih any person, but they
•are to be totally dedicated to
the .work for which the Lord
has chosen them.
""They cannot be ministers of „
Christ unless they be witnesses
and jlisnensers ff a life-other
than the earthly life. But they
cannot be of service to men if
.they remain strangers to the
. life and conditions t of men.
Their ministry itself-by-a-spe
cial title forbids that they be
conformed to this world; yet,
at the same time, it requires
that they live in this world
among men."

Liturgy and Life
Monsignor William Busch, widely respected as
the "proto-evangelist o f the U.S. Liturgical Move,
ment," was a close collaborator with the Benedictine,
Fathers Virgil Michel and Michael Ducey in launching the "Orate Fratres" magazine and inaugurating
the U.S, Liturgical-Weeks. A longtime professor of
history at St. Paul's Seminary, St. Paul, Minn., Msgr.
Busch translated many liturgical texts and" was the
author of the widely read book "The IVfass-Drama."
Advocating a closer relation of popular devotions- and
the liturgy, he composed prayers for the "Way of the
Cross" based upon the missal and Breviary texts. The ' '
v
83-year-old priest is now in residence at St. Paul's
Seminary. He i s depicted here with the seminary
chapel in the background.
v
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Always Better?
George Orwell in h i s novel 1984 tells hbw the telescreens daily report "statistics proving that people
today had more food, more clothes, better houses, better
recreation — that they lived longer, worked shorter
hours, were bigger, healthier, stronger, happier, more
intelligent^better. educated, than the people of fifty
years ago."
'""The reality, however, according to Orwell, was "decaying, dingy cities, where underfed people shuffled to
and fro in leaky shoes, in patched-up nineteenth century
houses that smelt always "of cabbage and bad lavatories."
To some extent, Orwell's 1984 is simply the story
of every^ear written in «pic proportions.

The, carefully balanced decree on the "Ministry and Life
of Priests," the last schema debated in the Council, was
among four promulgated by
Pope - Paul VI during public
ceremonies on the eve of the
Council's closing.
Its conciliar teaching provides
for an updated. Church, a syit
thesis of two historical tendencies of thinking, both of which
have led in the' past to extremes. One was the "heresy of
action," roundly condemned by
Pope Pius XII; the other, often
repeated, . has attempted to
Tranie tHe spirituality of tvert '
parish priests in terms of monastic piety and seclusion.
"Involved and constrained by
so many obligations of their
office," the decree states, all
priests, but especially those devoted to the care of souls, "certainly have reason to wonder
^ how they can coordinate and
balance their interior life with
fevorish- outward activity.
"Neither the mere -external
performance "of the works of
the ministry nor an exclusive
engagement in pious devotions
— although both are very helpful — can bring about this
necessary coordination. Priests
can arrive at it only by following the example of Christ Our
Lord in their ministry. His food
was to follow the will of Him
who had sent Him to accomplish His wefrk."
Priests then can achieve a
unity between, their spiritual _
lives and their work by "joining- themselves with -Christ .-.-.—
As they fulfill the role of the
Good Shepherd in the very exercise .of their pastoral' charity
they will discover a bond of
priestly perfection which draws
their life and activity to unity
and coordination,"

Most organizations tend to revel in statistics of
triumph and are reluctant to admit to any shadows on
the scene.

At the "root and center" of
this pastoral charity, and at the
center of the priest's;whole life,
is the Eucharistic Sacrifice.

The Vatican Council may turn out to be, for a
lixeable number of Catholics, simply a paper tiger and
its decrees but paper victories for ivory-tower liberals.

„ The yardstick for a priest's
success in a concrete way is
whether or not his endeavors
"compare with the goals of the
Gospel mission of the Qhurch.
Fidelity to Christ tannot be separated from faithfulness to
His Church. Pastoral charity re- ._
quires that priests avoid operating In a vacuum and that they
work In a strong bond of union
• with their bishops and brother
priests."

A simple test can reveal just how effective the
Vatican Council has been. Except for the ritual changes
and the switch from Latin to English, how is your parish
—or your own spiritual life—any different than-if was^
before the Council?
If the parish bulletin, t h e Sunday sermon, the
meetings of the parish socities are no different than
they were -five years ago, thjenJiow can we honestly
claim the Council was a success? It's purpose, said Pope
John ? was "pastoral" bufc-*ave~ the deliberations of 2500
bisftops- had any "pastoral" effect at the local level? One Rochester pastor in the early days of the
Council said it would take 200 years to put it into effect.
Young priests enjoyed quoting him as an example of
what Pope John once termed "prophets of doom." However pessimistic his prediction seemed three years ago,
subsequent reaction to the Council's directives has
proved him to be quite a realist.
To admit our shortcomings in fulfilling the Council's hopes is not necessarily to admit to failure. "Instant" success could be but superficial anyway",and
perhaps in the long run jeopardize the thrust the Council
—and the Holy Spirit—has given to the Church for the
final decades of the twentieth century.
The present time, according to Pope Paul in specifying January to June of this year as a time of special
Jubilee, is a time to study, to ponder and*to apply the
decisions enacted by the Pope and the world's Catholic
bishops at the Council.

The well-organized document
is divided into two main sections; -the first- -discussing- -thepriestly ministry in the modern
world, and secondly, his life
and the spiritual, intellectual
and physical aids to its fulfill' ment..
His threefold function as
teacher, sanctifier and ruler in
the Church as a co-worker with
his bishop are expanded in one
section of the first part; his relationship with his- bishop, fellow priests and laity in another.
The primary duty of a priest
is that of "proclaiming the Gospel of God to all men.
"To all men, t h e r e f o r e ,
priests are debtors so that the
truth of the Gospel which they
have may be given to others.
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olic countries of non-Communist Europe.

Austria—"We are enjoying in Poland
a situation of perfect equilibrium of mutually irreconcilable force*, an equilibrium
that" has every indication of continuing
indefinitely. It could hardly happen any; where else, but for u s it Is little less abr
normal than- most of our historical experience."
Such is the summing-up 'of a, distinguished Polish writer whom. J had the
pleasure of meeting again, after several
years, during a quick trip through Central
• Eunope. For obvious reasons, I may m t
identify him.

Poland is this year about to celebrate
the 1,000-year anniversary of events
which marked both the introduction of
Christianity and the birth of the nation,
with t h e ceremonies focused."on^the TanTous pilgrimage center ,of, tJur Lady of
Czestochowa. Nothing could illustrate better the complicated political and social
pressures with which the-Church and the
Communist regime live.
The Polish bishops, in Rome -for'-the
Council, issued invitations to the bishops
of other countries, including Germany, to
participate i n the ceremonies. Soundings
were also made regarding a possible visit
of the Pope t o Caestochowa.
'*

' The Communists have worked hard to
laicize the society and to promote atheism
at a h i g h cultural level. The most noticeThe initiative offered definite benefits
able «ffec{ of their. efforts, however, is .,•
an increase i n religious practice. Attend v
to the regime. The presence in Poland of
ance at Mass and reception of the.,saCra-Nw delegations of Catholic bishops from
mentsJs better than before the mr, &M-""""'"around-the world wouM-give^t^a-certaiii
paring favorably with percentages in Cathstamp of approval. In particular; an ac-
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Ninety per cent of the children enrolled
in primary and secondary schools attend
religious instruction in the parishes. Their
school programs include^ Communist propaganda, but most o f the teachers are Catholics and go through the motions of presenting the courses in such a way as to
negative their purpose.

. , The, Irreconcilable forces are, of course,
the Catholjc Church, which) enjoys the
* loyal support of 80 per cent of Poles; and
the Communist Party, which can hardly
count o n one in five but which is in Poland to stay for as long as the world
' balance of terror continues.
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ceptance by the German bishops would
-help -the--Polish claim Jhat-Jts.- western
frontiers, as fixeuTonThetMer-Neisse line
at the end of hostilities in 1945, are
definitive.
The price might, nevertheless? be too
-high^ -Th&-presenGe-«f-so-jnan^y—bishops,especially if they included the Pope,
would become a demonstration to the
world of the intensity of the faith of
Poland. That would not only embarrass
the regime vis-a-vis the other Communist
states but would give the Polish hierarchy
new leverage in the eternaL4ockeyingJEo.r_
advantage.
•/
.. The;...re8Ult_has_Jteen_Uie_widely piiblicized attacks by'the regime on the bishops,
and particularly on Cardinal Wyszynski,
for meddling in politics. The regime has'
certainly no intention of- stopping the
celebrations, or even denying visas to
visiting bishops. But it wants to establish
the principle that the bishops should not
take initiatives without its prior approval.
For Communist regimes, no .principle is
more basic. The individual or groups has
no rights. Ail.they enjoy are privileges,
and these are granted and withdrawn by
the state in its absolute discretion.
The issue of rights is a sore point With
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someTmluenHaTXalhdlics, and paru'cularT
ly with the Cardinal himself. He thinks
ihat the Churchy must show its strength,
from time to time, as a reminder that the
Communist regime is not the only, power
in the land.
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Our statistics of increased Communions, successful
fund campaigns, a steadily growing Catholic population
n ce
fuu°i
t f ! P i y t h e P r o o f o f actual victories for the '
faith. Such statistics could simply be a reflection of an
^yef-|ttTropula1arjw™
of the nation's economic condition.
The most embarrassing test of ajl is__t_o„lQok_into
our own personal lives t o see if Ihe're has been honest
progress there. Both Pope John and Pope Paul have
repeatedly insisted that the Church or its parishes cannot be renewed unless i t s members are themselves first
renewed in their own attitude and activities.

paternity in Christ . . . They
laymen and, sincerely acknowlthem and, engage in dialogue
And so — whether by entering
give, moreover, a living sign of •
edge and promote the "dignity
with them ton those matters
into profitable dialogue they
the world-to-come by. a faith,
of the laity and the part proper
which concern the necessities
bring people to worship God,
and charity already made; p r e *
to them In the mission of the
, of the pastoral work and welwhether by openly preaching
ent,
in which the, children of
Church.
And
they
should
hold
fare
of
the
diocese.
In
order
to
they proclaim the mystery—of.,
the resurrection neither marry
in high honor that just freedom
put this into effect, there
Christ, or whether in the light
nor take wives."
which is due to everyone In the
should be established, in a manof Christ they treat contemporEarthly City."
—
ner suited to~today's-conditions
ary problems — they arereiyIn the spirit of poverty,,ac-'
and necessities, ana with strucing not on their own wisdom,
cording to" the decree, "those
Aside
from
recognizing
and
tures and norms to be determln- .
for it is the word of Christ
goods which priests and bishopsi_.
attention to Jhe laity's
lejriBserrrand it is io-conver-— —ed-by^awr^a±body-oi^*eiiate--©f— paying
receive for the exercise of their "
speiiai
xfflffip^^ipfiand-exjperipriests . . 7 This representative.
sion and holiness they exhort
"• ^ecclesiastical—office^ihouldM)^ence,
they
must
also
"look—for
all men.
body by its advice will be able
used for the adequate support
and foste£_the_jarious humble
fo~glve theTbTshop effective" asand exalted charisms of the ~~aMnfuTfiItoeirt^of^eir-Q|ffce"But priestly preaching—is
sistance in the administration
and status. That wBich is in' exlaity."
often very difficult in the cirof the djocese."
cess they should be willing to
cumstances of the modern
set
aside for the good of^ the
In
recognizing
and
fostering
Priests, ..on the other hand,
-world, In order that^it might
Church or tor works of ehafity..
the freedom and responsibility
must "stand by their bishops in
move men's minds more effecThus they are not to see%:ecr.
of the laity, "it is their task to
sincere charity and obedience
tively, the words of God ought
clesiastical office orthelbene--,
reconcile differences of mental. . . based on the very sharing
not be explained in a general
fts' of it for the, increase'; of
ity
in
such
a
way
that
no
one.
of
the
episcopal
ministry."
This
and abstract way, but rather by
th«>jr own family wealth—^need feel himself a stranger in
" applying--thrlastingr-truth—of— —union-is~aU-4he-more_necessary
-the community oTtfie" faithful.1'
They should avoid everything
the Gospel to particular cirin the modern world, thejdewhich
in any way, could turn
cumstances of life."
cree states, since "apostolic un..-The.final secUon of the first
the
.pooraway,."-:.:.__:r.^:^zz
dertakings must "necessarily not
part of the decree concerns "the'
The office of preaching should
only
take
on
many
forms
but
vocation
t
o
the
priesthood
and
As
an
example' of this latbe directed to both the Chrisa more equitable distribution of
frequently extend even beyond
ter, the decree asks them to
., tian_and the non-Christian com- ,
the Uni :
"arrange their homes s©' that
munity, to bring all to salva- - the boundaries of one,parish o r — personnel—throughout
versal
Church.
they might appear approachable.:
tion. "In the Christian com- , diocese."
'
•'" _
to anyone, lest anyone, even the ,
munity, especially among those
All priests in a diocese "form
A vocation "is never to be
« most humble, fear to visit- •*
who seem to understand and
one priesthood under their own
expected as something which in
them."
believe little of •what they pracbishop" whether they engage i n
an extraordinary manner will
tice, preaching the word is
parochial or ' extra-parochial
be heard by the ears of the
The aids for developing the
needed- for the -very- minister- —ministry! -whether—they-are de-- —future-priest-. J t ^ i s - r a t h e r - t o —
—priest's-^pirituaUife
are dividing of the sacraments. They
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teaching, ~"or whether by manthe manner in which the will of
faith — faith .which is. born and
and physical.
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ual labor they share in the lot
nourished by the word. This is
prudent ChristianSj/luThe spiritual aids include
of the workers themselves,"
especially, true of the Liturgy
especially.the reading of Scrip- .
of the Word in the celebration
This last reference to "priestTo provide better for- the
ture^and the sacrifice of the,
of the. Mass . . . " which priests
worker" experiments, called
Church's needs, the d e c r e e
Mass, as well as confession,
themselves extend throughout
off in 1959 by Pope John, were
recommends that "priests of
spiritual reading and devotion
the day by their recitation of — given the green light only In
dioceses rich in v o c a t i o n s
to Mary. Great value must also
the Divine Office.
the final weeks of the Council,
should show themselves willing
be attached to daily visits to
is qualified by the words: "if
and ready, with permission of
the Blessed Sacrament, retreats:
there is need for this and if
their Ordinaries, to -volunteer
In their exercise of authorand a personal, spiritual di
competent authority approves."
for work in other regions, misity, priests .share in the authorrector.
sions and endeavors which are
ity of Christ, the decree states,
The perennial problem of the
poor in numbers of clergy. Presand in tlje name of the bishop
The pursuit of knowledge,
divergence in outlook between
ent norms of incardination and
they "gather the family of God
particularly of theology, is a
youth and age among parish
excardinatton (Church laws pro. together as a brotherhood encontinuous necessity, both for a ._
priests is given thorough treatvidhig for a priest's perma-.
livened by one spirit." This expriest's own Intellectual matuf- .
ment.
"Older
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renency,in a particular diocese)
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to whomlie teaches, the word of — ^
brothers and help them in their
this ancient institution still repriests are expected to • act -toGod. "in order, moreover, that
_
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though
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than
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second
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of
the
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velopment, but„ still the counful, or associations however
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them in everything that per- cil insists on their right to
flourishing, wlU be of little
life.
"By
the
sacred
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tains to the care of souTs."
value if they are not directed
which are theirs each dayr-as^— —lleqTntable-remunetation." Ins_o- —:
toward the education of men in
far as this would not be prowell as by their entire ministry
Among priests, a spirit of ..hosChristian maturity." And alvided otherwise, the "faithful
which they share witlj the bishpitality—
and
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says,
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they
should
"share
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goods
tion must be given to the poor
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in their lives . . . even though
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could
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unis
demanded
for
fellow
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ried couples and parents, and
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for
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• • • a ..
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ships with others, the Council
ation should be such that it
-ternal-aidV*
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take suitable and. sufficient
In
a
particular
way
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sions "whenever the sacrament
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vacation, something, which inobliged to supportiellow priests
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deed" Dtshops" should see that
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of
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all priestly life, diocesan as
ity for the sanctity of their
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to
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priests
well
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religious,
are
the
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port of the clergy completely
tues of poverty, chastity and
are, in the words of the Counor largely depends o n theLoffer.
'obedience.
"They should gladly listen to
- ell, "brothers among brothers."
ings of the faithful, that their
_ -their—priests^—indeed- -consult
They are required to work with
offerings for this purpose b e colAlthough the decree recoglected by a particular diocesan
nizes that celibacy is not required b y - the—nature of_the_ -institution,__wijlch_ttie_. bfahop
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priesthood, and though It recogadministers with t h e h e l p o f
nizes and leaves unchanged the
priests and, when useful, of laypractice in the Eastern Cathomen who are expert in financial
You can continue to
lic Church of a married clergy,
matters."
still it "approves and confirms"
F u r t h e r recommendations
that law for the Western
help Bishop Kearney
urge wealthier dioceses to help
Church.
the poorer, and contain proJn-hU-w©r!t lor
— " i n s o f a r as perfect continvisions forpriests^'goenn secur=
ence is thought by many men
ity, health insurance, sickness
to be impossible in our times,
and retirement benefits.
immortal souls.
to that extent priests should
all the more.humbly and steadThus the decree observes that
fastly pray with the Church for
priests can be "freed from an
that grace of fidelity which is
anxious concern for their own
never denied those who seek it,
future so that they can cultiand use all supernatural and
vate evangelical poverty more
natural aids available."
readily and give themselves
fully to the salvation of souls."
Thus consecrated to Christ,
priests "adhere to Him more
In conculsion, the document
easily with an undivided heart,
thanks all priests for their past
More schools are needed for children
and they dedicate themselves
contribution in sowing the seed
with special problems.
-more freely in Him and through
of the Gospel "which now bears
fruit in many places, under the
Him to the service of God and
direction of the Holy Spirit,
men, and they more expeditiInclude the Diocese of Rochester in your will or for
who fills the whole earth,and
ously minister to His kingdom
who has stirred up a mission-.
and the work of heavenly refurtherndetails phone, 4 5 4 - 1 1 5 5 , or write the
generatibn,and thus they are" ""Sry -gplrir in the hearts--ofmany priests and faithful."
Chancery, 5 0 Chestnut St., Rochester, N.Y.
apt to accept, in a broad sense,
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A growing body of CathoUc-fplalM
doubts the wisdom of such gestures. This
is particularly true of the unportantgroap
of lay intellectuals who form the orgaauatlon know as Znak (meaning "sign")
The group maintains a Catholic presence
* in the parliament, where it is represented .
by 5 deputies. It (K)ntrois"Poiinb?i iniost
important Catholic publishing house. The
books
the
leadingdivision
Catholictranslates
writers ofinto
bothPolish
East and
West. The periodicals division produces a
philosophic magazine readbyTiliel#TDBa"~
laity and influential even in Marxist c u t —
tural circles.
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The Znak people feel that CaihoUtt
must recognize the problem o f their opponents. TlLeJJimirauniatsJmowthat-theylack popular support, a o i they must consequently react violehUy to.any such
public challenger It is acwrtiingly toportant t o find face-savingi'ilys' 4it eMargihg
-the-area withm w W c h - m e - G h u « m = c a n ^
function,
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